Courtmaster offers many unique designs that will suit the needs of the most demanding tennis enthusiasts.

TURN TO PAGE 6 TO SEE HOW TO INSTALL A NET PROPERLY
#212 REPLACEMENT TENNIS NET CABLE
3/16" steel cable vinyl-coated to 1/4", 46' L, looped at both ends. 4 lbs.

#297 REPAIR CORD FOR NETS
500' (one pound) of 3 mm braided poly. Same as used in #701 Courtmaster DHS Tennis Net.

#753A WOVEN POLY CENTER STRAP
Most durable center strap with black powder-coated zinc slide. Complete with #215 double-ended snap. 1 lb.

#753C CENTER STRAP
Polypropylene, with nickel-plated zinc slide for adjustment. Complete with #215 double-ended snap. 1 lb.

#753E CENTER STRAP
Quick installation with one-piece white polypropylene center strap with Velcro adjustment and nickel-plated zinc single-ended snap. 1 lb.

#3085 PRO SET CENTER STRAP
Great value center strap made of white woven polyester with synthetic slide and heavy-duty 3 1/2" PVC snap. 1 lb.

#212 #297 #753A #753C #753E #3085

HOW TO INSTALL A REPLACEMENT NET HEADBAND

1. Cut off two short pieces of lacing twine and use them to secure each end of replacement headband to posts. Note that it is not necessary to remove old binding from net.

2. With remainder of cord, begin lacing headband to net, beginning with the second eyelet from the end and continuing to the opposite end. Make sure you keep the lacing cord pulled tightly as you lace.

#3081 DELUXE SINGLE STICK
Black all-aluminum, with aluminum cap and foot, made for professional tournament use to provide a proper 42" net height. Priced per pair. 3 lbs

#3083 SINGLE STICK
Permits correct net height for singles play when using a doubles tennis net. Made of heavy-duty 1/2" aluminum with protective end cap on bottom and plastic-protected top V groove to accommodate net cord. Priced per pair. 2 lbs.

#761 FIBERGLASS DOWEL
1/2" for use as side stake. Priced per dowel. 1 lb. (left stick in insert photo)

#763 FIBERGLASS DOWEL
5/8" x 39". 1 lb. (not shown)

#201 HEAVY-DUTY PIPE ANCHOR
10" L, 10 gauge galvanized steel, with stainless pin for snap to attach to. The most durable anchor available now includes a drilled hole to accommodate bolt when putting anchor in cement footing. 2 lbs.

#752 PIPE ANCHOR
Anchors center strap. 8" L, 16 gauge galvanized steel, with stainless pin. 1 lb.

#215 DOUBLE ENDED SNAP
For use on center straps.

#767 REPLACEMENT TENNIS NET HEADBAND
23 oz. vinyl with eyelets and lacing cord. 4 lbs.

#3088 VINYL HEADBAND CLEANER
Concentrate designed for cleaning vinyl headbands. Dilutes with water. 1 gal. 9 lbs. (not shown)

#3050 NET CHECK
Measures correct tennis net and post height. 2 lbs. (Not shown)
1. Install the net posts and pipe anchor, making sure the anchor is installed flush with the surface and that the pin is parallel to the net line to avoid twisting the center strap.

2. Begin installing your net by connecting the loop end of the net cable to the post cable hook/cleat on the dead end post. If you are installing your net onto an internal wind post, you may have to cut the entire loop and any excess cable from the other end of the net cable—as well as remove the vinyl coating near where the cable will be attached to the winder—depending on which internal wind post you are installing. Pull this end of the cable over the top of the winder post, lining up the cable with the winder mechanism. Feed cable into internal wind post mechanism and begin winding until the net is a little over 3' above the court surface at the center.

3. **If you are installing your net onto an internal wind post**, you may have to cut the entire loop and any excess cable from the other end of the net cable—as well as remove the vinyl coating near where the cable will be attached to the winder—depending on which internal wind post you are installing. Pull this end of the cable over the top of the winder post, lining up the cable with the winder mechanism. Feed cable into internal wind post mechanism and begin winding until the net is a little over 3' above the court surface at the center.

4. Fit dowels/side stakes if available into side pockets.

5. Install lacing cord at each end by making a 2” knotted loop on one end of the lacing cord. Run the other end through both grommets in the headband and around the post, through the 2” loop and back around the post in the opposite direction. (See diagram) Continue wrapping the cord around the post, through the lacing bars if available, and through the grommets on the side band, applying equal pressure as you wrap. Tie off the cord at the bottom of the post. Repeat for other post. Finally, install the center strap and adjust it to maintain a net height of 36” at center.

6. When you’re finished the net should be fully extended so that it completely fills the space between the two net posts. The net height at the center of the net should be 3’ and at the post end 3’-6” above ground. If a Doubles net is used for Singles play, the net should be supported to a height of 3’ by using Singles Sticks, which are placed 3’ on center outside the Singles court on each side.

7. During the off season or when winterizing, either remove the net or at least loosen the net cable and center strap. It is best to remove net posts, too, and plug the sleeves with sleeve covers to prevent moisture and dirt from falling in.

Drawings are illustrative only and J.A. Cissel Mfg. Co. accepts no responsibility for their use.
Dazzle your Players with the New Revolution Net!

Features
- Innovative Net Body Material 4.0 mm solution-dyed black braided polyester
- Headband – double layer (23 oz. outer/28 oz. inner) white vinyl
- Sideband – heavy-duty 18 oz. attractive matte black, 3” wide, folded under
- Bottom Band – folded under, finished height of 2-1/2” on both sides of net
- 5/8” Fiberglass Dowels (the thickest available)
- Tidyfit Design, 34 lbs.

The Net That Changed the Industry!
- Polyester is a stronger, crisper-looking material that drapes extremely well compared with polypropylene, which typically produces a stiffer bodied, duller-looking net. This innovative net material, combined with heavy-duty headbands, thick fiberglass dowels and a Tidyfit design, makes the Revolution the sharpest looking net on the court!

COURTMASTER NETS FEATURE:
- Net body of braided solid-core Black polyethylene, 41’-6” long
- Headband lock-stitched with four rows of white polyester thread; bottom edges are turned to provide a smooth finish on 700, 708, 708CI, 710, 710CI, 711CI, 701 HVY, 701CDH, 701, 701CI, 701-36, and 701-33.
- All Headbands are UV and mildew-resistant.
- 3” wide side bands, 1-3/4” wide bottom bands of 18 oz. vinyl, lock-stitched with two rows of black polyester thread; Sidebands are turned under on the 700, 708, 708CI, 710, 710CI, 711CI, 701 HVY, 701CDH, 701, 701CI, 701-36, 701-33; Bottom bands are turned under on 700, 708, 708CI, 710, 710CI, 711CI, 701CDH. (700, 708CI and 710CI have 2-1/2” wide bottom bands.)
- 47” long net cable with Flexi-Loop 3/16” cable coated to 1/4” with 3700 lb. breaking strength, comes standard on 700, 708, 708CI, 710, 710CI, 701 HVY, 711CI and 701CDH; 5/32” cable coated to 1/4” with 2600 lb. breaking strength, comes standard on 701, 701CI, 701-36, 702, 703 and 704.
- Side pockets with 5/8” fiberglass dowels on 700, 708, 708CI, 710, 710CI, 711CI, 711CI and 701CI; 1/2” fiberglass dowels on 720, 701, 701CI, 701-36, 701-33, 701CDH; 5/8” hickory dowels on 702, and 703.
- Flexi-Loop comes standard on the 700, 708, 708CI, 710, 710CI, 701 HVY, 711CI, 701CDH, 720, 701, 701CI, 701-33, 701-36, and 703.
COURTMASTER®

TENNIS NETS

#701HVY
COURTMASTER HVY
Additional features
• Heavy-duty 3.5 mm net body
• Double-layer (23 oz. outer/28 oz. inner) UV and mildew resistant vinyl-coated polyester headband lock-stitched with 4 rows of white polyester thread; bottom edges turned under
• 22 lbs.
5-year warranty

#711CI
COURTMASTER TIDYFIT
Additional features
• Heavy-duty 3.5 mm net body
• Tapered bottom (42" high at ends, 36" high at center) for "tailored" look
• Double-layer (23 oz. outer/28 oz. inner) UV and mildew resistant vinyl-coated polyester headband lock-stitched with 4 rows of white polyester thread; bottom edges turned under
• 22 lbs.
5-year warranty

#701CDH
COURTMASTER CDH
Additional features
• Heavy-duty 3.5 mm net body
• Super-heavy headband of white polyester canvas duck
• 22 lbs.
5-year warranty

#701
COURTMASTER DHS
Additional features
• 3 mm net body
• Double-layer (23 oz. outer/28 oz. inner) UV and mildew resistant vinyl-coated polyester headband lock-stitched with 4 rows of white polyester thread; bottom edges turned under
• 1/2" fiberglass dowels
• 22 lbs.
3-year warranty

#701-33
SUPER DELUXE PRO
All features same as #701 except 33' in length for singles court
• 22 lbs.
3-year warranty

#701-36
SUPER DELUXE PRO
All features same as #701 but 36’ in length for singles court
• 22 lbs.
3-year warranty

#701CI
COURTMASTER DHS TIDYFIT
Same as #701 but with tapered fit.
• 22 lbs.
3-year warranty

#720
DOUBLE TOP 6 VALUE NET
Additional features
• 3 mm net body
• Double top six rows
• Headband of white polyester duck
• 24 lbs
3-year warranty

ANATOMY OF THE COURTMASTER ROYALE TIDYFIT NET

HEADBAND
Double layer (23 oz. outer/28 oz. inner) UV and mildew resistant vinyl-coated polyester headband lock-stitched with 4 rows of white polyester thread; bottom edges turned under

TAPERED FIT
42" high at posts, 36" high at center strap

CABLE
3/16" coated to 1/4" with white vinyl and a 3,700 lb. breaking strength; Flexi-Loop cable for easy winder attaching

BOTTOM BAND
2 1/2" abrasion-resistant black 18 oz. vinyl-coated polyester, lock-stitched with 2 rows of black polyester thread; bottom edges turned under

NET BODY
3 mm braided solid-core Black polyethylene of 1 23/32" mesh; hand-knotted double top six rows

SIDE BANDS
3” wide, 18 oz. vinyl-coated polyester lock-stitched with 2 rows of black polyester thread, with side pockets; edges turned under

SIDE DOWELS
39” long, 5/8” thick fiberglass

SPUR GROMMETS
Brass spur grommets, 7 on each end (2 in headband, 5 in sideband)

LACING CORD
30’ of 3 mm black braided polyethylene
The type of net you choose depends on frequency of use, the length of your playing season and the type of court surface. Courts with heavy usage and/or long playing seasons need a net that will last and look good continuously.

The best nets are made of braided net cord and typically have double the mesh at the top six rows, side pockets for hickory or fiberglass dowels (that help hold the net taut) and vinyl-coated steel cables. Braided nets are better than twisted because they're stronger and absorb more energy, so when a ball hits the net it drops closer to the net instead of rebounding off it. Polyethylene makes a good net material because it is resistant to fading from UV radiation and weathers well.

Headbands are usually vinyl or polyester duck, often with double layers and four rows of lock stitching to hold the layers together. The type of court surface as well as personal preference dictates which headband is appropriate. Nets with polyester duck headbands are better for hard courts than for soft courts, where surface material can easily stick to and stain the fabric. Vinyl headbands are more common on soft courts because they're easier to clean and more dirt resistant. However, balls can tend to skid wildly off vinyl headbands, which is less likely with a duck headband because the duck material absorbs the ball's energy and doesn't speed up the ball.

TIDYFIT-STYLE CONVERSION

All Courtmaster tennis nets can have a “tailored” fit with a Tidyfit Conversion. The net is tapered from 42” high at the net posts to 36” high at the center strap. The result is a near perfect fit.